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SOFTWARE REVIE

by John & CharlIe Postle

Typesetter Elite by
Dennis '{ oung & l.en DOl'fman

from
XLBnt Sort were

1l!:' bls program bas
been billed by others as a poor
man's desktop publishing program.
Actually, TYPESETTER is more of
a "page organizer" and as such
needs a lot of setup before it can do
a complete job of typesetting. After
reading the rather smallish manual,
we booted TYPESETTER on our
ATARI1040 ST color system and
began to !earr abo!..!t typ~·-se-tt!ng.

We discovered that the manual
was short, presumably because
they had little to say, 'Tell you
what we mean':

TYPESETTER provides a
reason~e number of fonts to work
with, both graphic and system. We
pulled them all out of the GEM file
and system menus and we were
pleased with the appearance of all
of them. The first "difficulty" we
encountered was the nearly
complete lack of on screen
indexing, Sizing and placement of
characters on the screen was
mostly by trial and error. The
program gives the user a chance to
change character sizes but the
actual placement Is difficult,
especially if mixed character sizes
are used.

We made up a number of TITLE
pages using TYPESETTER but
discovered that the text editor
TSE80.PGM would not load. It
gave a fatal error on boot that we
could not get around. The
difficulty was rectified by calling

XLEnt Software and requesting a
disk with a file called TSE80,RSC,
which was missing from our disk.
When the text editor was finally
running, we experimented with it
for a while. The manual says,
flatly, that it isn't much of a text
editor. They were correctl You
can use other word processors, so
long as you save the file in ASCII
format. The TSE80 program will
then translate it into TYPESETTER
format.

One other problem we
encountered using TSE80 was the
lack of handshake indexing
between programs. If the user
chooses to put text Into a box on
the TYPESETTER PAGE, there is
no way to see that box size and
shape in the TSE80 text editor.
The problem is made more difficult
by the TYPESETTER SCREEN
being roughly 2/3 the PAGE width
and the TSE80 screen is 80
columns. It means counting
characters or "cut and drag" to get
the text where you want it. Any·
means available requires a lot of
time and no small amount of trial
and error.

Before we got the text editor
running, we were stuck with using
the built in fonts to enter text. It
wasn't easy because, at least on
the color system, the user only
sees a small portion of the PAGE,
Typing a simple line across the
page means typing in the area you
can see, then with the drop-down
menu, scroll the page over, realign
the curser, then type in the
remainder of the line. To continue
the line, the user must go through
the same process, back to the left
side of the page. The process is
very slow and frustrating, We found
that TITLES using large characters
was much easier than text. We did
not have the equipment to try the
mono version. The manual also
points out that the user needs to

have plenty of blank disks on hand
They mean itl And 520ST owners,
be mindful that this program takes a
sizable chunk of ram.

We would like to suggest to
XLEnt Software some badly needed
Changes and/or additions to

TYPESETTER ELITE:

FIRST) create a form of on screen
indexing. Either curser x/y
numbers, locked to PAGE rather
than SCREEN. Or better yet, an
erasable snap grid. Have the curser
stay at location relative to PAGE
rather than SCREEN during
scrolling.

SECOND, fix the scroll so it works
on screen rather than from menus
as found in programs like
POWERPLAN by Abacus Software.

THIRD) use the "example"
technique on other menus like that
you used in the line sizing menu,
espeCially the font sizes.

AND FINALLY, make the NEO and
DEGAS transfers work on the color -/
STs,

In our opinion, TYPESETTER
ELITE is not y~t Worthy of the
XLEnt Software name. The
company has produced some very
good software for the ATARI family.
It's a shame to sour that fine
reputation with a program that is
unfinished. As we pointed out
above, the monochrome version
may work just fine. We don't know.

Our review was based on our use
of the color version. AND,
TYPESETTER is supposed to load
DEGAS and NEOCHROME pictures
onto the PAGE, however we found
that this too was difficult 1
impossible. We tried to transfer
several pictures from NEO to
TYPESETTER via the translation
progr am MEDYERT,PGM. This
process is supposed to convert
medium res NEO pictures into
hi-res monochrome TYPESETTER
files. All we ever got was doubled
pictures with scrambled colors that
we couldn't use. We made up a
special black on white NEO picture



and translated it to TYPESETTER.
It came out as two pictures (side

by side) which had inversed during
the conversion.

TYPESETTER has a mini
drawing feature which allows the
user to create graphic images on
the PAGE. The drawing features
are not as handy and full featured
as NEOCHROME or DEGAS, and
the manual states that it is not
intended to be a paint or drawing
program. We found the graphic
tools great for making boxes and
frames and for shading areas of the
page. The one formatable
stumbling block was, again, the
awk ward scroll and i ndexi ng
features.

To give credit where credit is
due, we found TITLES fun to do
although difficult and time
consuming. The printed output
was satisfactory and rewarding
(especially considering the time
spent). TYPESETTER ELITE is

~ fully GEM featured and makes
good use 01 the ATARI's function
keys and mouse.

The program may work better
on a mono-ST although the manual
states that the program will
"FUNCTION IDENTICALLY" on
both color & monochrome.
Document writers beware, DON"T
SAY IT WORKS "IDENTICALLY"
ON BOTH SYSTEMS IF IT
DOESN'T

Getting back to the
TYPESETTER ELITE manual for
a moment; We originally found the
five page PREFACE to be a
heartwarming story of two
dedicated software programers
who endured beyond fatigue and
great mental suffering to produce
TYPESETTER ELITE, its
forerunners and associated sister
programs. However, in retrospect,
we now see the monolog as a kind
of caveat, the writers hoping the
purchaser will understand and not

~ judge too harshly. Sorry, it didn't
'M:lrk.

da Dote of tbe day

To Error Is Human, To
Blame It On A Computer

Is Even More So.

OPINION
by CHARI IE POSTI E

Editors Note: This is ONE
members editorial opinion. If
you feel strongly about a
subject OR would like to make
your views known on this
subject please sul>mil them for
inclusion in an upcoming

DUST.BIN MIKE

The presentation of many
questionable programs on the
market brings to mind several
points which seem, in my opinion,
to weaken the computer software
marketp!aC3. F!rst} a prcgram
wtlich is incomplete in itself, must
be sold WITH the programs or
utilities needed to make it
complete. Enticing the buyer with
promises, however subtle, that
cannot be fully attained without
further purchases, is wrong and
should be illegal. Many program
documents clearly suggest that
other commercial programs are
available which will enhance their
usefulness. Unfortunatly this
sometimes means that the
program just won't work without
them. If a program truelyneeds
others to get them to work, then a
statement to that effect should be
on the package.

Secondly, any software
company, regardless of type of
program sold, has a responsibility
to it's consumers to provide
complete documentation.
Consumers of HACKER, for
example, get NO documentation.
This Is, of course, as it should be
for the type of product included.
Purchasers of utilities, languages,

data bases and complex
processors need the fullest
documentation available. They,
after all, are not playing (guessing)
games.

Last, there is no excuse in
these days of 68000 mpu computer
teChnology to provide a program,

however simple or complex, that is
not completely and utterly USER
FRIENDLY. Some software
manufacturers try to make
extremely complex programs fit
into too small a package and,
when it won't fit, try to squeeze it
by omitting those things needed to
make the program easy to use. If
it takes 2 or more disks to hold a
complete package, then so be it. If
a consumer needs a complex
program, chances are he'll have (or
get) the hardware to do the job.
Don't make a difficult program
impossitie to use.

I encourage ALL SOFTWARE
CONSUMERS to write to the
manfacturer of any purchased
program and let them know ho'...
you feel about the product. It may
not get a bad program or poor
documentation to work out better
for you, but it may get the
manufacturer to improve his future
products. And, on the other side, if
you like a particular product or
feature, write and tell the
manufacturers that, too.

---- THE END ----

HAD A BETTER
IDEA - DO YOU?

LET EVERY ONE KNOW
IN YOUeDUST BINI



~ y comparison, the last
couple of months with DUST
have been a whirlwind of activity.
That is not to say that it has been
stagnant before, just a lot more
happening recently! The
following will try to accurately
reflect this intensity level.

With any luck, by the time
you read this, the 12 members
that ordered PC-Ditto will have
received their copy. We had
originally planned to order them
directly from Avant-Garde
(through their mail offer) but, at
the last moment went a different
direction. Dave Wiser (Wiser
Electronics) offered to order and
sell the product to us at the same
price ($72.00 - local tax included).
This situation was the best of

both worlds. It get;:.; us the
progr am at the same reduced
rate as company direct lets us
support one of our local
advertisers. and will qive us a
center of support from a local
dealer.

As an add-on, Wildlife 88S
(the offical DUST BBS) has added
a SIG specifically for MS-DOS /
PC-Ditto program support. This
SIG has really started to fill upl
At last count there were about 40
MS- DOS progr ams avail abl e
including games, word
processing, telecommunications,
utilities, etc ........ There is
something for everyone (with a
lot more to come!). "Krazy Ed"
(our friendly WIZOP) and yours
truely, spent one evening porting
over a bunch of PO MS-DOS
software I had accumulated on
my Sanyo MBC-555 computer.
Turned out to be an interesting
time!

I have the two computers (the
Sanyo & the Atari) in the same

room. Now, the idea was to get
the MS-DOS programs from the 5
1/4" drives to 3 1/2". This was
easy enough with a null modem
hooking the two computers
togeth er but was r ath er slow
moving one file at a time (even at
19,200 baud) since the set-up for
each transfer is what takes the
most time.

Ed came up with a solution for
this (why is he called Krazy?) He
had a copy of an MS-DOS
ARChive program on a 3 1/2" disk
wh ich we ported over to th e
Sanyo. We then could ARC a
'Ntlole bunch of programs into one
file. This not only allowed the
transfere of multiple programs at
once t:x.Jt also compressed the files
(which also reduced the time
required for transfere)1 This was
greatl During this process we also
learned another interesting fact:

You can use ei ther th e8T
.ARC program or the MS-DOS
,ARC program to de- arc these
flies! Strat!qe but true

m.embershlP to DUST has
been skyrocketing during the last
two monthsl In this period we

have added 16 new (or previous)
members to our roster! We
WELCOME you and know you will
add gr eatl y to our call ecti ve
knowlege of the ST and
computers in general.

at the last meeting we had 46
members present! This was the
largest attendance at a single
meeting so far. I wonder if the

fact that we had 10 door prizes
had anything to do with it?

The previously mentioned
door prizes were provided by
DTACK GROUNDED INC. in the
form of users manuals for their
new language D8ASIC. They
also gave the group a master disk
and enough copyrighted labels to
produce a working program disk
for EVERY member in the groupl
(If you did not get yours at the
last meeting, they are still
available for $2.00 each, just to
cover the cost of the disk)

If you were not one of the 10
lucky winners, manuals are
available from the company.
Ordering instructions may be
found on the README file on the
disk. (The cost is $39.95 which
includes the latest update
program disk, which by the way
may be shared with other
members) Even if you decide to
not program in this language, if
you have the disk, you will be
able to RUN public domain
programs written in DBASIC. A
REAL BARGAIN AT $2.00!

The following is a list of
members that won the 10

door prizes:

BUD WHITE
MOISIS DEN IS

MARK DWILLIS
CALVIN STATE

JAY EITNER
TONY FUGAZZI

CHRIS TY LER
SVEN NILSSON
TOM COLLINS

KEVIN MULLIKIN

My con gratulat ions to
each of you, and I hope
you can find some good
uses for the program.



,ItiiI DUST DISK
. ueDAI.E

The grou p now has 50
DUST DISKS available to

members at $ 4.00
each. These are chock
full of useful programs,
games, utilities, or
pictures. Be sure to
download the latest
ARCHIVE listing from
WILDLIFE Bas to find
ou t what is on each disk
or check out the printed
list available at each
meeting. Just a
reminder;

This is the only money
mak ing proJect for DU ST.
We use the profits from
these disks to provide
th is 'eREE n ewslet tel' to
our members and for all
operating expences. We
ere also starting a
world-wide newsletter
exchange with other ST
users gT'OU ps that will be
available to members
through our library.

This means of
obtaining operating
funds has worked very
well in the past and has
allowed us to continue to
be ONE OP THE VERY
PEW COMPUTER USERS
GROUPS IN THE UNITED
STATES TO CHARGE NO
MEMBERSHIP DUES! I
hope you continue to
support DUST through
the purchase of the
upcoming DUST DISKS
not onl y because I would
like to keep it this way,
but also since they are a
bargain at the price!

i)ven Nilsson" our Membership
Chairman has added a new "hat"
to his collection. He is now our
new newsletter exchange
coordinator as well as retaining
his previous duties. Sven is in the
process of building a library file of
these newsletters and they will be
avai lable for .members to check
out at the meetings. Just
another "bennie" for DUST
membersl Sven does a lot for our
club and I, for one would Ii ke to
say I\-\ANX I

i1eUST's official BBS,
'N\lDUft:., has been going
through some growing pains
recently. "Krazy Ed" Malkiewicz
now has a 30 Meg. hard drive on
Ii ne. Not only does that mean
more stor age space for programs
& messages but this drives
access time is much shorter (1/2)
than the previous di rve. This
should improve file transfer
times, espeCially for long
programsl

The "look" and the "feel" of
the BBS is also undergoing
constant change. This will
hopefully lead to a system that is
both pleasant and easy to use.
Please bear with Ed and the
other SYSOPS, and if you have
any ideas for Improvment please
leave Ed an E-Mail message.
Although all suggestions CAN
NOT be implemented, any idea
will be looked at.

1f t's hard to believe, but

DUST is now over one year old
(we started in June, 1986~. I hope
every member has got as much
out of the group as I have. There
have been times where getting
this newsletter out on a (self
imposed) deadline has been
pretty tough, but I would not
trade the experience of knowing
and working with all of you for
anything. Here's hoping we have
just as good a 2nd year as we did
the 1st!

1 inally, I feel obligated to,
once again, ask for your
assi stance In th e prepar ati on of
this newsletter. Without your
literary input to this rag it is going
to become stagnant. Differing
points of view, different writing
styles, and the additional
knowlege you could share with
other DUST members are vital to
making this newsletter as good
as it can be.

I have tried to make the
process of submitting material as
easy as possible. There are
several ways you can do this;

1.) Upload it to WILDLIFE
BBS as a file AND leave me an
E-Mail note telling me the file
name.

2.) Give it to me at a
meeting on either a single sided
or double sided disk. (it may be in
1st Word / ASCII / ST Writer / or
3 column Publishing Partner
format) You will get a disk back.

3.) Send a disk (in any of the
above formats) to the P.O. Box
on the front cover of this
newsletter.

Just a.oout anything is needed
including tutorials, hints & tips,
software reviews. hardware
reviews, etc..... Reviews DO NOT
have to be "I LOVE IT" pieces.
They just must be honest and not
slanderous, If you have used a
product either good OR bad, let
the rest of us know about it.
DUST is not affiliated with any
other group, organization, or
commercial concern. Therefore.
we can be tototally objective as
to editorial content of OUR
newsletter.

Besides, it will look good,
seeing your name in print,
knowing it will be read
internationally!

Mike •



LASER CHESS

Pound on COMPUTE'S
2nd. BOOK of A.1:A.Rl '2>1:

Wham II have you now.
You are soon to be dust (no pun
intended). It will have been worth
dying 8 times if I can just get
these angles right and if I do you
have bought the farm buddy.
Doesn't sound like to Chess to
you does it? Well it isn't. It's
Laser Chess. Someone really
diabolic made this as a sure way
to drive a person crazy. .

1lr 0 play the game you
have a nine by nine grid and eight
different types of pieces. You are
equiped with a laser, King,
hypercube, block, beam splitt6i,
triangular mirror, diagonal mirror
and straight mirror. In addition to
these there is a permanent
hypersquare in the center. It is a
transport square that either
player can use.The winner is the
one who kills the opposing King,

»ow that sounds simple
doesn' tit ? You have m an y
options available to you, Each
time it is your turn you have a
total of two moves available to
you. You may move a piece two
spaces forward, backward or in a
two space L as the knight in
regular chess, You may use a
block or your King to capture
another piece. You may take one
shot with laser in combination
with another move. Each of the
pieces has a rotating feature, You
can aim the laser, mirrors or
blocks (one side of them is
mirrored) in any of the four

A Review by Linda Glenn

directions. Now you get down to
the fun stuff, Using the mirrors
and splitter you try to kill the
opposing King. You have to
remem ber th at you may not
move diagonally and that if your
laser hits a mirror it will do a
reflective bounce. That can work
against you as well as for you. If
you set up a mirror or your
opponent does where it can
oounce your laser beam directly
back at you it can distroy your
laser and it takes a far better
player than I am right now to win
without one.

®ne of the things that I had
the worst time with was the
angle of the bounce. I kept trying
to figure out the angles at a true
refiectivebounce as you do in
pool, In laser chess you only
b 0 u n c e ins t r'a i g h t lin e s
horizontally or virtically. Once I
got that straight in my head I
could figure out a better plan of
attack. Unfortunately my better
plans haven't worked out very
well yet, But I will keep on
playing this facinating game and
with pratice and some sneaky
reflective moves I will come away
with a Victory. How sweet it will
be.

~ emember to protect your
King. When he is done for so are
you and the game is over. As
you can tell I really enjoyed this
game and will continue to play it.
The varity of combinations with
the laser beams oouncing off of
every mirror in its line of fire
really make it interesting and
causes you to have to plan your
opponents downfall carefully.

THE END

A BLAST FROM THE PAST

The noted mathematician
John von Neuman was an
incurable practical Joker
During World War 11, when
he constructed his famous
electronic ])rain for the
government, he identified it
on delivery as a Mathematical
Analyser, Numerical
Intersrater, And Computer.

ScienUsts worked with it
for several days before they
realized that the first letter
of the name it's inventer had
given it spelled MANIAC.

TidBits - 9 Years Ago
This Month - August
1978 - Byte Magazine:

You could buy a Trace 32
kilobyte (32,000) static
memory board for $883.00!
Just think, you can now boy a
COM PLETE 1040 ST system for
abou t the same price! (and
have a computer, monitor
AND 968,000 extra bytes of
memory!)

F L.A. SI-E

Today (28 July) I received a
let ter from Dteck Grou nded
Inc. (the makers of Dhasic). It
seems the original disk had a
couple of bugs in it. So. after
onl y a couple of weeks they
have sent us an u-p-lia\.eli
master disk.

Now, this can be either
good or bad. If they put out
the product to let us test it
(without stating it's in BETA)
thatls bad. BUT, the good part
is they are reall y try ing to
get a good product to the
users. Notwithstanding this
issue, the up-daled master
disk will be eveileble et the
next meeting M ike
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ATARI SERVICE CENTER I DEALER

SlA!R SALE ON MIDI "'C SVST EM

$4"
$ in
$ 871

CASlO CZ·101 PROFESSIONAL SYNT tlSIZER •••••••••••••••••••••
SHANER SOlN) WAVE' SEQLEM:ER SoFTWARE •••••••••••••••••••

RET AIL
BUlER SALE SPEQAL ------- $ 451 YOU SAVE $ 220

1///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
PEW ATARI 520 ST COLOR SVs. ./bu. In III drlv•• p.r.lupply· $ 757
AT ARI 20 lEG. HARD DRIVE (d.1tO unM) ••• • •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• • $ 5115
QTIZEN MSP·10 CJ'APtiCS PRINTER •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 301
AT ARI SII124 MONO MONTOR ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 179
MONTOR SWITQi BOX • colOr. 1'I0no •••••••••••••••• ••••••••• $ 45

At Software City, we believe judging a program by its contents is the best way
to help you select software. So. please, open the packages. Inspect the pro
grams. Read the manuals. At Software City, we believe you can't judge a
program by its cover.

DliST
MEETING

DATES

4 August

18 August

1 Sept.

15 Sept.

6 Oct.

20 Oct.

SHARE
YOUR
GOOD

FORTUNE
BI(ING A
FRIEND,
EVERY
BODY
WILL

BENIFIT.

I

~~SCOUN~
1378 E. FLARINCO ROAD
LAS YEGAS~ NEYADA 89119
PHONE (782) 737-8811
••S • (782) 737-8353
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